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Particle size distribution and energy
consumption during impact crushing of
single granite particles
by H.Y. Fang, J.H. Yang, and Q. Chen

To study the effects of crushing parameters on particle size distribution and
energy consumption of rock impact crushing, a custom-made experimental
rig was used for impact crushing tests on single particles of granite. The
particle size distribution of the crushed product was analysed, as well as the
sand production ratio and energy consumption per unit sand product under
different impact velocities and with different primary particle sizes. The
results show that the particle size distribution of the crushed granite under
different experimental parameters is in accordance with the Weibull
distribution. With a decrease in the primary particle size, or a specified
impact velocity, the discreteness of the particle size distribution of the
fragments becomes greater. An optimal impact velocity exists at which the
energy consumption per unit sand product is minimized. Also, it was found
that the smaller the primary particle size, the lower the energy consumption
per unit sand produced.
  
granite, single-particle impact crushing, impact velocity, primary particle
size, particle size distribution; specific energy consumption.

   
In both civil and architectural engineering,
sand is an important constituent of concrete,
and the consumption of sand for such use is
significant. In recent years, the supply of
natural sand has become inadequate, resulting
in a need to produce relatively large amounts
of manufactured, high-quality sand. Research
has shown that the vertical shaft impact (VSI)
crusher can produce manufactured sand with
high enough quality to compete with natural
sands (Gopalakrishnan and Murugesan, 2015;
Bengtsson and Evertsson, 2006; Johansson
and Evertsson, 2014; Luo Yang, and Fang,
2014; Åkesson and Tjell, 2010).
There are many factors that affect the
fragmentation characteristics of rock. Ovalle.
(2014) analysed the effects of particle size on
rock aggregate crushing strength, and
concluded that strength decreases as particle
size decreases. Nikolov (2002, 2004)
presented a model for the particle size
distribution of material crushed by hammer or
VSI crusher, expressed as a function of the
crusher rotor radius and angular velocity, the
feed rate, and the feed size distribution. In the
model of Bengtsson and Evertsson (2008),
typical parameters of mass flow and absolute
velocity of particles were incorporated to
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calculate the capacity and power of a VSI
crusher. The model predictions were compared
with experimental data obtained from a fullscale VSI crusher to select appropriate
parameters to improve production of
manufactured sand under conditions of
minimum energy consumption. However, it
was found that the conditions in the VSI
crusher were not ideal for high-quality sand
manufacturing, and instrumental monitoring
of the sand-making process inside the
crushing chamber was difficult.
From the research to date, it is evident that
the velocity of particles ejected from the rotor
is typically obtained theoretically, and based
on many assumptions. In 2009 (Shi et al.,
2009), the Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral
Research Centre (JKMRC) comminution
research team developed a Rotary Breakage
Tester (JKRBT) for testing of rapid particle
fragmentation. In the device, a high-speed
video camera was used to measure impact
velocity, although the interactions of rocks
inside the crushing chamber are complex and
chaotic. As a result, it is difficult to determine
the main factors that influence particle
fragmentation characteristics and energy
consumption.
These challenges can be addressed by
using the experimental method of single
particle impact crushing. Laboratory material
fragmentation studies can be broadly classified
into two groups based on the role of external
forces applied: compression crushing and
impact crushing. The representative test
methods for the former are the twin pendulum
(Weedon and Wilson, 2000; Sahoo, Weedon,
and Roach, 2004a, 2004b; Narayanan, 1985;
Cai et al., 2016), drop weight tester (DWT)
(Napier-Munn et al., 1996; Saeidi, et al., 2016;
Hu et al., 2015; Li, Zheng, and Du, 2013), and
split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) (Deng, et
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al., 2016; Li et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2000). The
experimental device presented in the literature by Jiang, Du,
and Liu (2013) belongs to the latter group, given that the
particles were accelerated by a drive belt and then crushed on
an impact plate. In compression crushing, two solid working
surfaces move from opposite directions, and when the
distance between them is reduced to a certain value, the
compressive stress on the particles reaches its limiting value
and fragmentation occurs. In this scenario, the strain of the
particle occurs between two solid working surfaces. In impact
crushing, high-speed particles impact fixed or moving
targets, causing the particles to be subjected to extremely
rapid impact loading. When the ultimate value of stress is
reached, fragmentation occurs. In this scenario, the strain on
the particle occurs on one working surface, such as in a VSI
crusher, in which the particles are broken during impact.
Particle fragmentation characterization aims to quantify
the size distribution of the product and establish the
relationship between specific energy inputs and resultant
product through laboratory testing (Napier-Munn et al.,
1996). There are many published studies on particle size
distribution of the rock product and the related energy
consumption. Early in 1996, the relationship between t10 and
specific comminution energy was developed by the JKMRC
(Napier-Munn et al., 1996; Bearman, Briggs, and Kojovic,
1997; Delaney et al., 2015; Cleary et al., 2017), wherein the
factor t10 is the percentage of material passing 1/10th of the
original feed size, and thus represents the degree of
fragmentation.
Another common function used to represent the rock
product of mechanical comminution is the Rosin-Rammler
distribution, or Weibull distribution (Rosin and Rammler,
1933; Weibull, 1939, 1951). A number of investigators
report that the Weibull distribution can be used to describe
the mass accumulation distribution of brittle material
fragments (Sanchidrián et al., 2012, 2014; Paluszny et al.,
2015; Jiang, Du, and Liu, 2013; Li, Zheng, and Du, 2013). In
the study of Jiang, Du, and Li (2013), according to the
Griffith theory of brittle fracture, the surface energy formula
is used to calculate the fracture energy formed in the new
surface, and from such it is evident that the energy
dissipation rate increases with impact velocity. To date, the
effect of impact velocity and primary particle size on product
particle size distribution, and the energy consumption per
unit sand product, have been rarely mentioned in the
literature. The suitability of a Weibull distribution model for
describing the distribution of rock product grain size from
impact crushing is also in question.
In this paper, the results of impact crushing experiments
on single granite particles are presented for different impact
velocities and different primary particle sizes. Based on a
Weibull distribution model, the particle size distribution of
the product is analysed, and the energy consumption per unit
sand product is also discussed. This research is aimed at the
selection of parameters for sand manufacturing using a VSI
crusher.
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by Maurice Fréchet. Rosin and Rammler (1933) applied a
Weibull distribution model for the first time when studying
the particle size distribution of coal. A Weibull distribution
model that describes the particle size distribution obtained
from impact crushing of a granite single particle can be
expressed as:
[1]

R

where R(d) is the cumulative mass percentage of particles d
in size after crushing. The factor d denotes any particles in
the size range of the crushed product, while D is the particle
size when R(d) = 63.2%. The Weibull modulus, n, can be
used to characterize the uniformity of particle size
distribution. To analyse the particle size distribution, a
logarithmic transform is applied to both sides of Equation [1]
to obtain the particle size distribution function after crushing:
[2]
where f(d) is defined as the cumulative mass distribution
function of the crushed granite with particles no larger
than d.
In order to predict the degree of granite fragmentation
under different experimental parameters, the dimensionless
parameter is defined as:
[3]
where D0 is the primary particle size of the granite.

   
Manufactured sand is mainly used in concrete with strength
grade C60 for building, municipal, transportation, and other
construction projects. The required particle size for such
concrete is 4.75 mm. In a VSI crusher, sand particles are
produced by accelerating aggregate particles in a rotor to a
specified velocity (the particles have relatively large kinetic
energy) and ejecting them to impact on a static anvil made of
liner material or wear-resistant metal. The impact results in
crushing of the particles at high velocity as the fragments
decelerate extremely rapidly.
The economic viability of manufactured sand production
is closely related to the energy utilization ratio of the
processes of particle acceleration and impact. For the latter,
the kinetic energy of the particles is the energy input. The
energy output includes the energy required to generate a new
surface, the residual kinetic energy of fragments, the
distributed heat energy, and friction energy, among other.
Unfortunately, the ratio of fragmentation energy to input
energy is difficult to determine. In this study, the energy
input required to produce a unit of finished product is chosen
as a measure of energy utilization, and is represented as
energy consumption per unit sand product in kWh/t.
A particle with velocity (v) has a mass-specific kinetic
energy (E), which is independent of the particle shape and
mass, as shown below:
[4]

The definition of Weibull distribution was first put forward
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The sand production ratio (Sp) is defined as the mass
percentage of fragments which are not larger than 4.75 mm
in size. The value of Sp is expressed as:
[5]
where mi is the mass of fragments no larger than 4.75 mm in
size and m0 is the total mass of the fragments. The energy
consumption per unit sand product (Es) is expressed as:
[6]
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Single particle impact crushing experiments on granite were
performed using a custom-made test platform constructed
mainly of stainless steel, as shown in Figure 1. The
apparatus uses high-pressure gas stored in a container to
provide energy to the particles entering from a feeder into the
launch tube. The gas pressure can be adjusted to control the
launch velocity. The single granite particle enters the feeder,
the gas valve is opened, and the particle is launched and is
accelerated through the launch tube into the crushing
chamber. In the chamber the particle impacts a hardened
metal anvil at a high velocity and is crushed.
The front side of the crushing chamber includes a large
transparent window of bulletproof glass, which enables
photographs of particles to be taken before impact using a
high-speed camera (up to 10 000 images per second). A ruler
in the window is used to record the locations of the particle in
the crushing chamber, as shown in Figure 2. The distance
between the two positions shown can be determined to scale
using the ruler, and the time between the two positions can
be obtained from the frame numbers of the corresponding
photographs, thus allowing the velocity of the particle to be
calculated. After impacting the anvil with relatively high
kinetic energy, the granite particle breaks into many
fragments. Powder generated from the impact rises under its
own buoyancy in the air and escapes to a dust collecting
device mounted at the top of the crushing chamber. Under
the force of gravity, the larger fragments fall from the

discharge port into another collector located under the
crushing chamber. The fragments from the two collectors are
then sieved and weighed to obtain the mass of fragments
within each range of particle sizes.


After coarse or medium crushing with a jaw or cone crusher,
the broken granite particles have irregular shapes. Because
the impact point on the surface of the particle when it strikes
the anvil is usually random, the forces acting on the particle
have different effects depending on the particle’s orientation
at impact, and the corresponding crushing effect will also be
different. To reduce the influence of irregular shapes, the
granite particles used in these tests were carefully processed
beforehand so as to be as close to spherical as possible. Since
granite is a brittle material a large number of samples was
needed for reliable results to be obtained, thus 12 particles
were used for each set of experiments.

83/.6351++730/33721
    
 
During sand manufacturing with a VSI crusher, the stone
particles are accelerated by the rotor to a velocity of 50–70
m/s and are then ejected. To correspond to these conditions,
the crushing experiments were conducted using four groups
of granite particles with a primary particle size of about
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15.30 mm, at velocities of 50.10 m/s, 59.43 m/s, 63.32 m/s,
and 69.48 m/s. Repeatability tests were also conducted on
each group to optimally control the velocity difference
between each sample group. After comminution, the granite
fragments of each group were collected, sieved, weighed, and
the cumulative mass distributions were calculated, which are
shown in Table I.
The least squares regression method was used for best-fit
analysis of the particle size distributions at different impact
velocities. The analysis was carried out on the cumulative
mass distribution, and the results are shown in Figure 3. The
distribution functions and correlation coefficients are
presented in Table II. The distribution function is linear with
respect to ln(d) under the experimental impact velocity. The
correlation coefficients of the fitting equation are in the range
0.97–0.99, indicating that the Weibull distribution function
can be used to describe the particle size distribution of the
broken granite particles after impact crushing.
The relationship between the Weibull modulus n and the
impact velocity is shown in Figure 4, from which it is evident
that Weibull modulus initially decreases and then increases
with increasing impact velocity. At an impact velocity of
about 60 m/s, the discreteness of the particle size distribution
reaches the maximum, suggesting that the mass distribution
of progeny fragments in each size range is not uniform.
Figure 5 shows changes in the value of  with changing
impact velocity. As impact velocity increases, the value of 
increases rapidly and then tends to stabilize, demonstrating
that the greatest fragmentation occurs at the highest impact

velocity. As the degree of fragmentation increases, the ability
of the granite particles to resist external forces gradually
strengthens, and more energy is needed for further
fragmentation. Thus, when the impact velocity reaches a
relatively high value, about 63 m/s in this case, further
increases in fragmentation decrease markedly.

     
 
The average feed particle size of the granite used in VSI
crushing is normally about 15 mm. To test the influence of
feed particle size, a further four groups of spheroidal granite
particles were prepared for further experimentation, with
particle sizes of 12.56 mm, 14.23 mm, 16.50 mm, and
17.76 mm. The crushing experiments were conducted at
impact velocities of about 60 m/s, with post-treatment of the

Table II

#76671)-/1067213 %5./8351+02448.56721
028--70781632-*54670.837$8+73647&/672132-04/3(8+
)451768*54670.832&65718+56+7--848167,*506
%8.2076783
,*506%8.2076',3
50.10
59.43
63.32
69.48





1.16ln(d) - 2.48
1.14ln(d) - 2.01
1.15ln(d) - 1.84
1.22ln(d) - 1.98

8.47
5.82
4.96
5.08

0.98
0.99
0.97
0.98

Table

/,/.567%8,533+73647&/672132-04/3(8+)451768
*54670.8356+7--848167,*506%8.2076783
,*506%8.2076',3
≤0.30 mm
≤0.60 mm
≤1.18 mm
≤2.36 mm
≤4.75 mm
≤9.50 mm
≤13.2 mm

"

"

"

2.15
4.98
9.53
17.16
32.97
78.32
100.00

3.40
7.81
14.52
27.59
49.44
87.55
100.00

4.39
9.50
16.31
27.88
52.65
95.11
100.00

"
3.11
8.37
16.21
27.19
49.94
94.57
100.00
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granite fragments (collection, weighing and analysis) as
before. The cumulative mass distributions of the sand
products from these differently sized primary particles are
shown in Table III.
As before, the least squares regression method was used
for best-fit analysis of the particle size distributions based on
differently sized primary particles, carried out on the
cumulative mass distribution (Figure 6). The distribution
function and correlation coefficients are presented in Table
IV. The distribution function is again linear with respect to
ln(d), with high correlation coefficients (0.98–0.99). This
provides further evidence that the Weibull distribution

Table III

/,/.567%8,533+73647&/672132-6(804/3(8+
)451768*54670.83-42,+7--84816.'37$8+*47,54'
*54670.83
47,54'*54670.837$8,,
≤0.30 mm
≤0.60 mm
≤1.18 mm
≤2.36 mm
≤4.75 mm
≤9.50 mm
≤13.2 mm
≤16.0 mm

"

"

 "

"

4.98
11.41
21.24
41.02
76.81
100.00

4.58
9.65
17.85
30.96
61.20
95.38
100.00

4.69
10.27
18.64
33.16
61.40
94.02
100.00

4.35
8.75
14.79
23.91
42.55
85.54
93.15
100.00

function can be used to describe the particle size distribution
of fragmented granite particles subjected to impact crushing.
The relationship between the Weibull modulus n and the
primary particle size is shown in Figure 7, which indicates
that n decreases as primary particle size increases. The
discreteness of the particle size distribution of the crushed
granite therefore becomes greater.
Figure 8 shows the relationship between  and the
primary particle size, and it is evident that as the primary
particle size increases, the  value decreases. This indicates
that when the impact velocity is around 60 m/s, the degree of
fragmentation of the granite particles decreases as the
primary particle size increases. This is because granite is a
brittle material with a variety of defects, including cleavage
surfaces, micro-cracks, and macro-cracks. The large primary
particles contain more macro-cracks. Under the
instantaneous impact force, macro-crack extension occurs
first, to a certain extent, and the particle is broken, which
results in a decrease in particle size. However, in this process,
the kinetic energy of the progeny fragments decreases rapidly
and becomes insufficient for further crushing, so the particle
size of the final progeny fragments is relatively large. For the
small primary particle sizes, there is sufficient initial kinetic
energy to overcome the resistance to micro-crack propagation
and cleavage surface damage, and the degree of
fragmentation is high.

  
Particles no larger than 4.75 mm were isolated by sieving the
fragments, and the mass percentage with respect to total
fragments was calculated. The sand production ratio is
shown as a function of impact velocity and particle size in
Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Within the range of
experimental parameters, the sand production ratio from

#7)/48 !54670.837$8+73647&/672132-)451768-45),81632&65718+-42,
+7--84816.'37$8+*47,54'*54670.8304/3(8+56 ,3
#7)/48! (887&/..,2+/./3535-/1067212-*47,54'*54670.837$8

Table IV

#76671)-/1067213 %5./8351+02448.56721
028--70781632-*54670.837$8+73647&/672132-04/3(8+
)451768*54670.832&65718+-42,+7--84816.'37$8+
*47,54'*54670.83

12.56
14.23
16.50
17.76

-+



1.19ln(d) - 1.56
1.17ln(d) - 1.76
1.14ln(d) - 1.83
1.07ln(d) - 1.95

3.73
4.50
5.02
6.20

          


0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
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#7)/48!51+*42+/0672145672535-/1067212-7,*506%8.2076'"268
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,3

#7)/48!51+*42+/0672145672535-/1067212-*54670.837$8

granite particles by a single impact is in the 30–70% range.
With increasing impact velocity, the sand production ratio
first increases and then decreases. This trend is also evident
with increasing particle size, as shown in Figure 10. There is
an optimum impact velocity and primary particle size for
obtaining the highest sand production ratio: 63 m/s and
15.30 mm, respectively. A high sand production ratio can
also be obtained with the smaller primary particle sizes.
As the impact velocity increases, the initial kinetic energy
of the particles increases accordingly. The effects of impact
velocity and primary particle size on energy consumption per
unit sand product are represented in Figures 11 and 12. The
energy consumption per unit sand product for impact
crushing is in the 0.70–1.60 kWh/t range, and as the impact
velocity increases, the energy consumption per unit sand
product first decreases, and then increases after about
60 m/s. This increase is also evident in relation to increasing
particle size (Figure 12).
The minimum energy consumption per unit of finished
product is at an impact velocity of about 60 m/s. It is also
evident that small primary particle sizes should be selected to
expend the least amount of comminution energy. However,
this might be outweighed by the increased comminution
energy required in the previous fragmentation stage to
produce such small primary particles. Further study will be
required to ascertain the balance between energy
consumption in these two crushing stages.

210./3721
In this study, we used single particle impact crushing to
investigate the factors controlling rock fragmentation in VSI
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crushing. A high-velocity impact comminution apparatus was
designed and built to dynamically fragment granite particles
in order to quantify the effect of impact velocity and primary
particle size with the aid of a high-speed camera.
The experimental results show that the particle size
distribution of the granite fragments accords with the Weibull
distribution function. The impact velocity and primary particle
size have little effect on the distribution function, but are
closely associated with the degree of fragmentation and the
uniformity of particle size distribution. The energy
consumption per unit sand product can be reduced if an
appropriate impact velocity and smaller primary particle size
are selected.

802,,81+567213
The VSI crusher is the preferred equipment for industrial
production of manufactured sand. The size of the feed
(primary) rock and rotational speed of the rotor are two key
factors that affect the fragmentation characteristics. Based on
the research findings presented in this paper, in industrialscale VSI crushing, rocks with smaller primary particle size
are recommended. The optimum rotational speed of the rotor
(nr) can be approximated by Equation [7]:
[7]
where vp is the velocity of the particles ejected from the rotor,
which is generally considered as the impact velocity of the
particles, and r is the radius of the rotor.
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Taking the minimum energy consumption per unit sand
product as the major consideration, the impact velocity is set
to about 60 m/s. The degree of fragmentation is moderate
with this parameter. The required gradation of the
manufactured sand can be achieved by further screening and
recombination of the progeny fragments.
In order to verify the applicability of the research results
to industrial-scale VSI crushing, some follow-up experiments
should be done. For an existing VSI crusher with rotor radius
of 470 mm, the recommended test parameters are shown
in Table V. For all the experiments, the capacity of the VSI
crusher will be set to the same value of approximately
100 t/h, and the rock used in the tests will be granite. The
orthogonal experiment will be conducted, and the power
consumption will be measured when the process is
considered stable.
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